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CANDIDATE PRIVACY NOTICE 
Effective:  1 January 2018 

 
CoorsTek Group companies (collectively, “CoorsTek”, “we”, “us”, or “our”) respect your privacy and are 

committed to processing your personal information in a fair and transparent manner and in accordance with 

all applicable data privacy laws.  This Candidate Privacy Notice applies to job applicants only and describes 

how CoorsTek collects and uses personal information about you during and after the employment application 

and recruitment process.  

 

CoorsTek, Inc. and any CoorsTek Group company operating in your location to which you applied for 

employment are the data controllers of your personal information.  These are the organizations that 

determine how and why your personal information is processed.   

 

A list of CoorsTek Group companies operating in each country, including the contact information for the 

company and its Data Protection Officer, if applicable, is attached to this Candidate Privacy Notice. 

 

What personal information does CoorsTek collect and use? 

We may collect, store, and process the following categories of personal information in connection with our 

hiring and recruiting activities: 

• Personal contact details such as name, title, addresses, telephone numbers, and personal email 

addresses. 

• Work history and other relevant experience including information contained in a resume, CV, cover 

letter, or job application. 

• Education information including degrees awarded, transcripts, and other information provided in 

support of the job application. 

• Compensation history. 

• Information collected during phone screenings and interviews (including opinions and comments of 

interviewers). 

• Details regarding the type of employment sought, desired salary, willingness to relocate, job 

preferences, and other information related to compensation and benefits. 

• Reference information and information received from background checks, where applicable. 

• Information related to previous applications to CoorsTek or previous employment history with 

CoorsTek. 

• Any additional personal details that you otherwise voluntarily provide to us. 
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Why does CoorsTek collect and use your personal information? 

CoorsTek will collect, use, process, transfer, and store your personal information only in a manner permitted 

or required by law, such as when necessary to carry out our application and recruitment process, to comply 

with a legal obligation that applies to us, or to perform the following legitimate business purposes: 

• Identifying and evaluating job applicants, including assessing skills, qualifications, and interests. 

• Verifying your information and carrying out employment, background, and reference checks, where 

applicable, subject to your consent where required by applicable law. 

• Communicating with you about the recruitment process and your application. 

• Keeping records related to our hiring processes. 

• Creating and submitting reports as required by applicable laws or regulations. 

• Analyzing and improving our application and recruitment process. 

• Complying with applicable laws, regulations, legal processes, or enforceable government requests. 

 

In addition to using your personal information for the position for which you have applied, we may retain and 

use your personal information to inform you about and consider you for other positions that may be 

appropriate for you. If you do not want to be considered for other positions or would like us to remove your 

personal information, you may contact the Human Resources department at hcm@coorstek.com.  

 

You will not be subject to hiring decisions based solely on automated data processing without your prior 

consent and in accordance with applicable law. 

 

Does CoorsTek collect and use sensitive personal information? 
The following categories of personal information may be considered sensitive under the laws of your 

jurisdiction and may receive special protection: 

• Race or ethnic origin, country/region/city of birth, and primary or additional nationalities; 

• Political opinions or affiliations; 

• Religious, moral, or philosophical beliefs; 

• Trade union membership; 

• Physical or mental health or condition; 

• Social welfare, sexual life, or sexual orientation; 

• Criminal or alleged criminal behavior;  

• Commission or alleged commission of any offense; 

• Personal credit or financial data; and 

• Genetic and biometric data, such as personal photos. 

mailto:hcm@coorstek.com
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Under certain circumstances and consistent with prevailing laws, we may collect and use the following 

categories of sensitive personal information when relevant for a particular position: 

• Physical or mental health or condition or disability status to determine appropriate workplace 

accommodations and evaluate fitness for a particular position. 

• Race or ethnic origin to ensure meaningful equal opportunity monitoring and reporting. 

• Unlawful or objectionable conduct, criminal charges, or convictions to evaluate fitness for a particular 

position. 

 

Where we have a legitimate need to process your sensitive personal information for purposes not identified 

above, we will only do so only after providing you with notice and, if required by law, obtaining your prior, 

express consent. 

 

How and when does CoorsTek collect your personal information? 

Generally, we collect personal information directly from you through the recruiting and hiring process.  We 

may also collect your personal information from third party recruiting or staffing agencies you engaged, from 

third party background, employment or reference check providers, or from publicly available sources, such 

as national authorities and work-related social media platforms (for example, LinkedIn). 

 
Who will have access to your personal information? 

Access to your personal information is on a “need to know” basis.  Only those persons (including persons 

outside your location) who are required to use your personal information to achieve the purposes set out in 

this Candidate Privacy Notice, to administer the recruitment and hiring process, or to accomplish a legal 

obligation will have access to your personal information. 

 

In addition, CoorsTek may provide access to your personal information to third party service providers who 

assist us with administering the recruitment process, such as third-party service providers who obtain 

employment verification and background or reference checks. Those third parties are prohibited from using 

your information for any purpose unrelated to their primary service function. We require all our third-party 

service providers, by written contract, to implement appropriate security measures to protect your personal 

information consistent with our policies and any data security obligations applicable to us as your employer. 

You may contact the Human Resources department at hcm@coorstek.com for an up-to-date list of such third 

party service providers. 

 

mailto:hcm@coorstek.com
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As permitted by applicable law, we also may share your personal information on a confidential basis with 

purchasers and third parties in connection with a potential business transaction related to CoorsTek, such as 

a merger, sale or reorganization. 

 

Finally, we may disclose your personal information to authorities, including the government of the United 

States or its agencies, to comply with legal obligations or valid legal processes, such as search warrants, 

subpoenas, or court orders.  When we disclose your personal information to comply with a legal obligation or 

legal process, we will take reasonable steps to ensure that we only disclose the minimum personal 

information necessary for the specific purpose and circumstances. 

 

Where is your personal information transferred to and stored? 

Your personal information may be transferred outside of the country where you work when necessary to 

administer our recruitment process, to accomplish the purposes set out in this Candidate Privacy Notice, or 

to comply with a legal obligation.  This may include the transfer of your personal information to other 

CoorsTek Group companies and/or third party service providers located outside of the country in which you 

live or the country where the position you have applied for is located.  For example, if you applied for a 

position through Workday, the centralized global human resources information system used by CoorsTek, 

your personal information is transferred to the United States, stored by Workday on its servers located in the 

United States, and accessed by other CoorsTek Group companies worldwide. 

 

CoorsTek is committed to protecting the privacy and confidentiality of your personal information when it is 

transferred outside of the country you are based in.   

 

With respect to international transfers of your personal information from locations in the European Economic 

Area (EEA) to jurisdictions that are not considered to provide an adequate level of data protection under EU 

law, we have implemented appropriate safeguards such as standard contractual clauses approved by the 

European Commission to secure the transfer of your personal information to the United States and other 

jurisdictions.  With respect to international transfers of your personal information from locations outside of the 

EEA, we have implemented data transfer agreements or obtained your informed consent where necessary to 

secure the transfer of your personal information to the United States and other jurisdictions.  You may obtain 

a copy of these documents by contacting CoorsTek’s Legal Department at legal@coorstek.com. 

 

How will your personal information be secured? 
CoorsTek maintains appropriate organizational and technical safeguards to protect your personal information 

from unauthorized or unlawful processing and from accidental loss, destruction, or damage. For further 

mailto:legal@coorstek.com
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information regarding the security of your personal information on CoorsTek’s and third party networks, 

please contact the IT Department at ITHelpDesk@CoorsTek.com.  

 

How long will CoorsTek retain your personal information? 

Except as otherwise required by applicable law or regulation or where we may retain your personal 

information to consider you for other positions, we will only retain your personal information for as long as 

you are participating in the application and recruitment process, and we will endeavor to dispose of your 

personal information within three (3) months of the date you have ceased participation in our application and 

recruitment process.  If you are offered and accept employment with CoorsTek, the personal information we 

collected during the application and recruitment process will become part of your employment record, and we 

may use it in connection with your employment consistent with our employee personal information policies. 

 

What rights do you have with respect to your personal information? 

If you reside in the European Union or a jurisdiction with similar privacy laws, you enjoy the following rights in 

respect of your personal information we hold: 

 

• Right of access. The right to obtain access to the personal information that we hold about you.  

When you request to access your personal information, we may request specific information from 

you so we can confirm your identity and right to access, as well as to search for and provide you with 

the personal information that we hold about you.  Please note that your access may be restricted or 

limited if providing such access would be a violation of applicable law or regulation or if providing 

such access could be unreasonable, such as compromising the privacy of another person or 

exposing sensitive company information.  If we cannot provide you with access to your personal 

information, we will inform you of the reasons why, subject to any legal or regulatory restrictions. 

 

• Right to rectification. The right to obtain rectification of your personal information without undue 

delay where that personal information is inaccurate or incomplete. It is important that the personal 

information we hold about you is accurate, current, and complete. Please keep us informed if your 

personal information changes during the recruitment process.  We reserve the right not to revise any 

personal information that we consider accurate, current, or complete.  However, if we determine that 

any personal information is not accurate, current, or complete, then we will seek to promptly revise it.  

 
• Right to erasure. The right to obtain the erasure of your personal information without undue delay in 

certain circumstances, such as where the personal information is no longer necessary in relation to 

the purposes for which it was collected or processed. 

mailto:ITHelpDesk@CoorsTek.com
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• Right to restriction. The right to obtain the restriction of the processing of your personal information 

in certain circumstances, such for a period enabling us to verify the accuracy of your personal 

information if the accuracy of it is contested by you. 

 
• Right to object. The right to object to the processing on grounds relating to your particular situation. 

 

If you want to exercise any of these rights in relation to your personal information, please contact the relevant 

Data Protection Officer, if applicable, Human Resources department at hcm@coorstek.com or CoorsTek’s 

Legal Department at legal@coorstek.com.  Any such communication must be in writing. Please note that you 

also have the right to lodge a complaint with the relevant data protection authority, where applicable, in your 

country. 

 

CoorsTek may by collecting, using, processing, transferring, or storing your personal information based on 

your consent to do so.  Where you have provided such consent, you may have the legal right to withdraw 

your consent under certain circumstances. To withdraw your consent, if applicable, please contact the 

Human Resources department at hcm@coorstek.com or CoorsTek’s Legal Department at 

legal@coorstek.com.   

 

Who may you contact with further questions regarding your personal information? 
If you have any questions about this Candidate Privacy Notice or if you believe that your personal 

information is not handled in accordance with applicable law or this Candidate Privacy Notice, you may 

contact the relevant Data Protection Officer, if applicable, Human Resources department at 

hcm@coorstek.com or CoorsTek’s Legal Department at legal@coorstek.com.  

mailto:hcm@coorstek.com
mailto:legal@coorstek.com
mailto:hcm@coorstek.com
mailto:legal@coorstek.com
mailto:hcm@coorstek.com
mailto:legal@coorstek.com
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COORSTEK GROUP COMPANIES 
 

Country CoorsTek Group Company 

USA – all locations CoorsTek, Inc. located at 14143 Denver West Parkway, Suite 400, 
Golden, Colorado 80401 

Brazil – Vinhedo CoorsTek do Brasil Materials Avancados Ltda located at Rua Antonio 
Matheus Sobrinho, No. 150, Jardim Sao Matheus, Vinhedo - SP 13280-
000 Brazil 

Canada - Hamilton CoorsTek Advanced Materials Hamilton located at 45 Curtis Avenue 
N, Paris, Ontario N3L 3W1 Canada 

Canada - Edmonton CoorsTek, Inc. located at 3836-53 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta T6B-
3N7 Canada 

Czech Republic - Turnov CoorsTek Advanced Materials Turnov located at Za Viaduktem 2150, 
51101 Turnov, Czech Republic 

Germany – Bindlach • CoorsTek GmbH located at Am Winkelsteig 1, D-91207 Lauf a.d. 
Peg., Germany 

• CoorsTek GmbH - Zweigniederlassung Bindlach located at 
Esbachgraben 21, D-95463 Bindlach, Germany 

Data Protection Officer: 
Marc Oetzel 
Email:  datenschutz@strundenpartner.de 
Address:  Gottfried-Hagen-Straße 20, 51105 Köln (Hagen-Campus) 
T: +49 (0)221 86077-35 
F:  +49 (0)221 86077-50 

Germany – Lauf • CoorsTek GmbH located at Am Winkelsteig 1, D-91207 Lauf a.d. 
Peg., Germany 

• CoorsTek GmbH - Zweigniederlassung Lauf located at Am 
Winkelsteig 1, D-91207 Lauf a.d. Peg., Germany 

Data Protection Officer: 
Marc Oetzel 
Email:  datenschutz@strundenpartner.de 
Address:  Gottfried-Hagen-Straße 20, 51105 Köln (Hagen-Campus) 
T: +49 (0)221 86077-35 
F:  +49 (0)221 86077-50 

mailto:datenschutz@strundenpartner.de
mailto:datenschutz@strundenpartner.de
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Country CoorsTek Group Company 

Germany – 
Mönchengladbach  

• CoorsTek GmbH located at Am Winkelsteig 1, D-91207 Lauf a.d. 
Peg., Germany 

• CoorsTek GmbH - Zweigniederlassung Mönchengladbach 
located at Postfach 401254 Nobelstrasse 6, Mönchengladbach, 
Germany 

Data Protection Officer: 
Marc Oetzel 
Email:  datenschutz@strundenpartner.de 
Address:  Gottfried-Hagen-Straße 20, 51105 Köln (Hagen-Campus) 
T: +49 (0)221 86077-35 
F:  +49 (0)221 86077-50 

Germany - München • CoorsTek GmbH located at Am Winkelsteig 1, D-91207 Lauf a.d. 
Peg., Germany 

• CoorsTek GmbH - Zweigniederlassung München located at 
Herzog-Heinrich-Strasse 11, 80336 München, Germany 

Data Protection Officer: 
Marc Oetzel 
Email:  datenschutz@strundenpartner.de 
Address:  Gottfried-Hagen-Straße 20, 51105 Köln (Hagen-Campus) 
T: +49 (0)221 86077-35 
F:  +49 (0)221 86077-50 

United Kingdom – Scotland 
& New Mills 

CoorsTek, Ltd. located at Watford Bridge, New Mills, High Peak SK22 
4HJ, United Kingdom; 35-37 Cavendish Way, 37 Cavendish Way, 
Southfield Industrial Estate, Glenrothes, Fife KY6 2SB, Scotland, UK; 
and 64-66 Cavendish Way, Southfield Industrial Estate, Glenrothes, Fife 
KY6 2SB, Scotland, UK 

United Kingdom – Crewe CoorsTek Advanced Materials Crewe, Ltd. located at Crewe Hall 
Enterprise Park, Weston Road, Crewe, Cw1 6UA, England, United 
Kingdom 

The Netherlands – Uden CoorsTek Netherlands B.V. located at Frontstraat 4, 5405 AK, Uden, 
Netherlands 

Sweden – Robertsfors CoorsTek Sweden AB located at Fabriksvӓgen, S-91532 Robersfors, 
Sweden 

Korea – all locations  CoorsTek Korea, Ltd. located at 23-28, 4 Gongdan-ro, 7 Gil, Gumi-si, 
Gyeongsanbuk-do, Korea, 39422 and 703, Star Tower, 37, Sagimakgol-
ro 62 beon-gil, Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea, 13211 

Taiwan – all locations CoorsTek Taiwan Corporation located at 16F-4, No. 295, Sec. 2, 
Kuang-Fu Road, Hsin-Chu 30017, Taiwan 

mailto:datenschutz@strundenpartner.de
mailto:datenschutz@strundenpartner.de
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Country CoorsTek Group Company 

China – Shanghai  CoorsTek Trading (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. located at Room 907, World 
Trade Tower, No. 500 Guangdong Rd., Huang Pu District, Shanghai, 
China 200001 

Japan – all locations • CoorsTek KK located at Headquarters Osaki Wiz Tower,11-1, Osaki 
2-chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 141-0032, Japan 

o CoorsTek Sales KK located at Osaki Wiz Tower, 11-1, Osaki 
2-chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 141-0032, Japan 

o CoorsTek Nagasaki Corporation located at 296, Kawatana-
cho Momozugo, Higashisonogi-gun, Nagasaki Prefecture 859-
3605, Japan 

o Denko, Ltd. located at 23, Oguni-machi Oaza Nishi, 
Nishiokitamagun, Yamagata Prefecture 999-1355, Japan 

o CoorsTek Tokuyama Corporation located at 2-1-32, Eguchi, 
Shunan City, Yamaguchi Prefecture 745-0862, Japan 

o CoorsTek Machinery Corporation located at 378, Oguni-
machi Oaza, Oguni-machi, Nishiokitamagun, Yamagata 
Prefecture 999-1531, Japan 

 


